574-613; 618-48; statutory sections
Next Time

Up soon
There will be a supplement for April 1

Syllabus: Location and DDP
Jones Too

26 year old deputy social media editor
at Reuters

Mattew Keys indicted

While working for TV station owned by
Tribune, parents of LA Times
Hung out in chatroom with members of
anonymous
Gave username and password to LA
Times wesite
Andrew Auernheimer
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Administrative
News

weev sentenced

"he and a colleague created a program
to collect information on iPad owners
that had been exposed by a security
hole in AT&T’s web site."

Auernheimer and Spitler discovered that the site would leak e-mail addresses to anyone who provided it with a ICC-ID.
So the two wrote a script – which they dubbed the “iPad 3G Account Slurper” — to mimic the behavior of numerous iPads
contacting the web site in order to harvest the e-mail addresses of iPad users.
The ICC-ID is a unique identifier that’s used to authenticate the SIM card in a customer’s iPad to AT&T’s network.
According to authorities, they obtained the ICC-ID and e-mail address for about 120,000 iPad users, including dozens of
elite iPad early adopters such as New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg, then-White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel,
anchorwoman Diane Sawyer of ABC News, New York Times CEO Janet Robinson and Col. William Eldredge, commander of
the 28th Operations Group at Ellsworth Air Force Base in South Dakota, as well as dozens of people at NASA, the Justice
Department, the Defense Department, the Department of Homeland Security and other government offices.

At a press conference prior to the sentencing hearing, he stated, "I'm going to jail for doing arithmetic."
Pled guilty last year, but tweeted he would appeal
41 months
$73,000 restitution
Brian Krebs SWATed

Crypto tech overview
Fourth Amendment (Last Time)
Basics

The Lex Luthor hypo
"No person shall . . . be compelled in
any criminal case to be a witness
against himself . . . ."
1. Compulsion

Elements

2. Testimony
3. Incrimination
YouTube account led to IP address
Some went back to hotels
Guest registries obtained
Doe was sole common hotel registrant
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Encryption

Warrant to search current hotel room
Fifth Amendment

Two laptops and five external drives
seized
In re Subpoena Duces Tecum

Facts

Forensic examination

Apparently no CP found on these

Only unencrypted partitions
No luck with encrypted partitions

Unencrypted contents of digital media
Subpoena

Any and all containers or folders
thereon
VERY good cross-ex by defense counsel

Testimony of forensic examiner

Key questions

How do you know that the encrypted
partitions aren't empty?
A: I can't know

Held

IP Address Primer

External powerpoint (4 slides)
Flash animation
Employer
Public provider
E-mail

Webmail
Non-webmail

Importance

To their computer until you log in.

Receipt
Send
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On their computer

Storage

Through their computer

Primer on online investigations
The Networking Scenarios

Communications in Transit
Personal
Stored Data

Cable

ISPs

Phone company

"FTP"
DropBox
Photo sharing: flickr, snapfish, kodak

Sharing

Cloud applications (Google Calendar,
Google Docs)

Other communications platforms

Blogs
Social networks

546-49
1928 opinion
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The Katz Test and
Network Analogs

Massive prohibition-era conspiracy to
import alcohol into US from Canada
Olmstead / Pre-REP

Facts

Wiretaps to listen to phone calls from
Olmstead's home and office
Wires were inserted out on the street
or in the basement (owned by landlord)

Held

Several places in CB
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The Katz Test and
Network Analogs

Katz / REP

Katz

387-89
549

FBI agents taped microphone to top of
public pay phone booth
Facts

Katz used phone to place illegal bets
Agents recorded his half of the
conversation

Held

Public disclosures

549-50, Cordless phones
543

Misplaced Trust

Hoffa

Facts

Admitted crime to confidant

Actually, paid government informer

Held
1877 case
Ex Parte Jackson

In the mail, papers can be opened only
with warrant.
private carriers

Bailor / Bailee
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The Katz Test and
Network Analogs

Analogies and Themes

Other e.g.'s listed on 545-46
Assumption of Risk

store clerks
airport baggage carriers
friends for safekeeping

Victim robbed

Smith v. Maryland

Facts

Robber began making repeated
threatening phone calls to victim
Police asked phone company to install
pen register on robber's phone

Held

recorded numbers dialed to complete
the call

Investigation into large
Ecstasy-manufacturing lab
What is it?

Mirrored all packets going into switch
port A onto port B

"After the government applied for and
received court permission to install a
pen register analogue"
Forrester
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Facts

1. "Mirror Port"
Two phases to investigation

Monitoring Non-Content

No Warrant

Tracked

To/From addresses from all email
messages
IP addresses of all websites visited
Total volume sent to/from his account

2. "Imaging and keystroke monitoring
techniques"
Convicted. 30 years in prison!
Held
Prospective / Retrospective
Basic Subscriber Information

Government could then put tracking
device on port B

Long-lived investigation into
distributors of Enzyte, of Smilin' Bob
fame

Aggressive ad campaigns
Based on fabricated studies/statistics

Company used NuVox as email provider
"Preservation request" (two classes
from now)
Warshak
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Facts

Subpoena compelling some email
Court order compelling some email

Monitoring Content

All sub-warrant
Key

No PC
No notice to Warshak

Contents of 27,000 email messages
Held
Posted on web hypotheticals
Connecting to network hypotheticals

NuVox saved messages that Warshak
later deleted

